
Safety
▫ MSBS mirror, signal, blind spot

▫ check BS just before or at last traffic indicator
▫ MSBS, RVM most important ones to check

▫ Filter lane
▫ check BS twice before and after zebra crossing
▫ if traffic light is red/amber in front, change down to 2nd gear to anticipate having to stop/slow down (cos opposing directions’ 
traffic lights would then be green)
▫ if have already stopped before zebra crossing, can go up to give way line if no pedestrians and waiting for oncoming traffic to 
pass 

▫ Traffic lights
▫ only cross amber light if already accelerating at last directional sign

▫ once commit to acceleration do not brake, or else dangerous. hence need for engine brake before junction.
▫ engine brake — release oil smoothly — before intersections/ junctions/ crossings, before turnings/ bends/ U-turn
▫ slow down at 3rd traffic indicator before junction/ traffic light/ zebra crossing; speed up at last indicator

▫ at 70km/h speed limit, slow down at 3rd indicator
▫ at lower speed limits, can slow down at 2nd indicator

▫ don’t overtake/ change lanes at traffic lights/ junctions
▫ blinking green = amber light
▫ beware of traffic lights at cross/T-junctions (especially for right turns)

▫ Hazards
▫ give ample allowance behind stationary hazard in case have to turn out
▫ gauge distance to be allowed between hazards better
▫ anticipate status of hazards (whether moving off or not, can see smoke from exhaust etc)

▫ if front vehicle moving off already/ bus/taxi only waiting for one passenger, don’t need to overtake
▫ must allow for appropriate following distance (safety) e.g. after turning out into main road, merging into traffic
▫ safety distance for stoppage — must be able to see front vehicle’s rear wheels, whether on flat or slope

▫ Rear View Mirror (RVM)
▫ check RVM every 5 seconds
▫ if can’t see with RVM when changing lanes, use side mirror

▫ Pedestrians
▫ anticipate pedestrians at all crossings
▫ anticipate direction of pedestrians 
▫ beware of pedestrians especially kids coming around buses
▫ beware especially when making a turn

▫ Stay Alert! know where you’re going, or else dangerous
▫ keep eye on position where you want car to go after you’ve decided it’s safe to proceed
▫ move into the same lane when turning
▫ be clear about lane markings etc, where can, cannot turn
▫ never stop in middle of making turn — dangerous
▫ look far to anticipate conditions

▫ after making a turn, look far ahead immediately
▫ listen attentively to direction given by instructor/tester
▫ never take eyes off road for more than a moment, or else accident will occur

▫ do not look at gears/instrument panel at bends
▫ Signals

▫ be clear about going where, turning into where
▫ when it’s clear where other vehicle is turning, then make move
▫ when raining, switch on headlights/tail lamp (2 turns of switch) to allow others to see you
▫ judge direction of oncoming vehicles through their signals. but cannot wholly trust

▫ Stop Signs
▫ doublecheck at stop signs if blocked
▫ come to complete stop at stop lines

▫ not just a pause/break
▫ be aware of rules of turning right

▫ anticipation of oncoming vehicles. need not be overcautious. other car’s speed slow, you can go
▫ be aware of give way rules

▫ main road has right of way
▫ when on main road, don’t need to give way leading to unnecessary stop

▫ remember 2 second rule
▫ don’t panic at high speeds

▫ go moderate at turns
▫ slow down only when changing in to filter lane, right only lane. or else road hog



▫ speed up along straight stretches (but beware of speed limit), along which no reason to linger between 40-50 km/h (too slow)
▫ do not change lanes at bends/slopes
▫ beware yellow boxes

▫ anticipate your position of stoppage

Brake/Clutch/Gears
▫ do not throw the clutch, release smoothly, slowly

▫ hold clutch at 2nd gear for 2-3 seconds, at 3rd gear/4th gear for 1 second
▫ lift foot off clutch swiftly but gradually after changing down gear, or else no control, freewheel, dangerous

▫ Turning
▫ 3rd gear and below for all turnings
▫ 3rd gear for wider turns
▫ otherwise change to 2nd gear for turns, especially if slope anticipated
▫ 1st gear for tight turns
▫ if turning at 3rd gear, brake in, then engine brake at turn (do not footbrake while turning)

▫ brake before, not during turn
▫ no need to change down gears too early before a bend/turn

▫ at lower speeds, changing at about one indicator’s distance suffices
▫ when making wide turns at 1st gear

▫ hand over hand SW, clutch, 2nd gear
▫ do not change up to 2nd gear when right turn is not wide, when there is a queue after the turn

▫ Stoppage
▫ always brake and clutch when stopping
▫ Always change to 1st gear at stoppage of any sort (whenever car has to move off) or else engine will go clunk when moving off
▫ if slowing down to a stop, and then have to go off again, change to 1st gear for power
▫ especially where you’re slowing down to stop line before making left/right turn
▫ do not clutch in too early when stopping, or else car freewheels out of control
▫ change down to 3rd gear before preparing to stop

▫ go to half-clutch gently and gradually when moving off
▫ Changing Gears

▫ depress clutch fully when changing gears
▫ use arm not body to change gears. 

▫ be clear and accurate about which gear to change to, and with how much strength
▫ don’t drag gears (especially for too long), hear(vroom)/feel engine to determine when to change

▫ also take into account distance to go before having to stop to decide whether to change up gear
▫ if don’t change up gear at stretch of road, poor acceleration induces others to try and overtake you — dangerous
▫ change down gear if feel there’s not enough power

▫ speed up process of changing gears
▫ beware of which pedal you’re stepping on, don’t get hurried
▫ depress clutch hard and fast for more power

▫ brake harder when changing gears, or else will freewheel
▫ brake, clutch, change gear, keep brake there
▫ release clutch fully before stepping on accelerator

▫ if skipping gears when changing down, must brake harder
▫ don’t change gear upslope, not enough power

▫ not even 1st gear to 2nd gear
▫ release footbrake before releasing clutch or else car will ‘throb’
▫ do not shift to wrong gear
▫ change down to 1st gear gently
▫ beware the automatic clutch maneuver

▫ only change to higher gear after speed is gained. or else resultant stoppage/slowage is dangerous
▫ don’t need to speed up immediately after changing gears

▫ use the engine brake, i.e. after changing gears, let engine revolutions decrease a little, then slightly accelerate, then 
proceed to normal acceleration

▫ do not brake while changing up unless danger in front
▫ if depress clutch inopportunately, just release, don’t definitely need to change gear

▫ stop and pause requires clutch
▫ 2nd gear for humps
▫ 满油满clutch, when moving off/ changing gears

▫ earlier, more gradual braking
▫ or else no room for control, manoeuvres
▫ braking curve — early, harder at first, than gradually softer



▫ footbrake/handbrake at stoppage if vehicle begins to move backwards
▫ handbrake on upslope, better safe than sorry
▫ wherever slope, wherever unsure, wherever expected

▫ 4th gear can be used in neighbourhood area, traffic conditions permitting
▫ 4th gear gives smoother ride, for curves etc

▫ Engine Brake
▫ engine brake downslope

▫ brake early (both engine and footbrake)
▫ never engine brake at 1st gear

▫ don’t step on accelerator too much at 1st gear or else car will ‘fly’
▫ control clutch more at slow speed situation, don’t go too fast

▫ if half-clutch is over-released, car will move. when handbrake is on, depress clutch more if this is going to happen
▫ emergency brake — tester goes piak above glove compartment. brake and clutch as hard as possible. be careful not to stall engine. then 
signal left, MSBS
▫ don’t automatically depress clutch when braking is needed. could be able to continue on without changing gears

SW/Driving Technique
▫ Steering Wheel (SW)

▫ when overtaking hazards, changing lanes etc, slight, gradual turn of SW suffices
▫ unless distance given to change is short

▫ turn SW slightly towards appropriate direction to angle the car when stopping before a turn
▫ to prevent having to make too wide a turn

▫ only turn SW when side mirror is over the curve of the kerb
▫ never jerk SW to side to avoid obstacles, oncoming vehicles. brake.
▫ keep grip on SW at all times. turning instead of letting it spin back would be faster
▫ when turning into a compound etc, turn SW when left side mirror is over the kerb. 

▫ prepare to stop if needed (clutch and brake)
▫ turn SW straight ahead quickly as you proceed

▫ do not brush horn when turning SW
▫ don’t stop car then turn SW, dangerous. keep car moving through the turns
▫ don’t need to straighten SW fully if making immediate left turn after a left turn
▫ if making a right turn from one lane away, turn SW full lock when SW is over the white centre line
▫ straighten SW just before car straightens
▫ when turning SW full lock don’t go bonk bonk. steady, fast but firm, ease into lock

▫ stopping at kerbside
▫ make car //lel, left nozzle in line with kerb
▫ if road sloping upwards, engage handbrake

▫ accelerate harder when crossing junctions and overtaking
▫ keep more to left side of lane, driver should be within 3/4 of it

▫ keep to center of lane at pedestrian crossings e.g. zebra crossings to prevent illegal overtaking
▫ start turning SW at junction when making right turn once front wheels cross the furthest white line
▫ keep 1 metre distance between car and kerb, or else too close to turn
▫ inch forward when unsure of oncoming vehicles moving in direction of turning

▫ must make sure opposite direction is clear first if making right turn
▫ can pick up speed easily rather than starting from a complete stop
▫ when sight is blocked on left or right, change to 1st gear, use connect/disconnect clutch technique (CDC). lean body forward. 
turn into the correct lane

▫ turn off signal indicator when done
▫ changing lanes

▫ seconds for changing gears before changing lanes
▫ judgement of available amount of time for overtaking important
▫ accelerate when changing lanes
▫ RVM must be checked before changing lanes
▫ must also check in rear view mirror for vehicles changing into the same lane from other lanes. check all 3 or 4 lanes in rear view 
mirror
▫ regulate speed. if others in destination lane fast, slow down. if others in destination lane slow, go fast.
▫ keep to white dotted line when going to change
▫ accelerate when changing into lane. slow down where no way is given, i.e. engine brake, to wait for opening

▫ stop at 3rd white line (frontmost) when waiting to turn at green light
▫ U-turn

▫ get into the right lane early, once given instruction to perform U-turn
▫ stop at 2nd white white (middle) when waiting to turn at green light



▫ brake in and change to 3rd gear before U sign. brake in and change to 2nd gear after U sign
▫ turn SW when it’s in line with curve of the kerb
▫ at narrow kerb, turn into 2nd lane, allow 3-lane clearance
▫ at wide kerb, turn into nearest lane, allow 2-lane clearance
▫ beware speed of oncoming vehicles
▫ U-turn allowed only after U sign — beware of junctions before sign etc, where only right turns are allowed
▫ check blind spot before U-turn
▫ medium kerb considered as a narrow one for U-turn. turn into 2nd lane. do not accelerate when performing U-turn

▫ moving off slope
▫ signal right (check blind spot). 
▫ appropriate biting point is when engine vibrates a little. 
▫ engine brake once over the top of the slope
▫ brake in before stop line

▫ to perform correction when car is too near to side to turn. 
▫ turn SW full lock
▫ move car 45˚
▫ move car straight ahead
▫ reverse
▫ car should now be 1 metre away from side

▫ crank course
▫ turn SW full lock (hand over hand) once left door knob is over the curve of the kerb (just before would be good, allow reaction 
time)
▫ keep left before right turn, keep right before left turn
▫ no need to signal within the course
▫ no time limit
▫ as long as car still moving, no need to release clutch
▫ use CDC technique
▫ do not release clutch during the turn (car will move too fast)
▫ when turning right into crank course (one lane away), turn SW only when shoulder of self is in line with curve of the kerb
▫ straighten SW when front of car is almost straight
▫ be careful to stop before stop line at end of crank course
▫ give way to right when moving out (including vehicles turning out on the right)

▫ reversing
▫ shift self upwards a bit
▫ use CDC technique
▫ do not accelerate in reverse gear, just manipulate clutch

▫ to correct for reverse parking
▫ turn out then reverse straight in again
▫ i.e. when turning in, realise through right side mirror that going to hit car/pole/kerb. so, turn SW full lock to right, move out 
straight, then reverse back in
▫ if when turning out to left, get stuck, reverse turn back in the way you came, then try again

▫ ‘S’ course
▫ low speed control
▫ 1st gear when turning in (full lock, side mirror above curve of kerb)
▫ don’t block either course or road unnecessarily, wait too long, take too long
▫ use L plate in front of car (if don’t have, use middle front of bonnet. use point 3 inches left of right nozzle as guide)
▫ keep L plate on top of the curving kerb at all times
▫ when centre of ‘S’ course reached, turn SW straight ahead when almost in centre/straight
▫ then use right nozzle as guide for rest of course, keep above curving kerb
▫ when nearing end, turn SW full lock, then quickly straighten and brake before stop line
▫ when turning into course from one lane away, turn when side mirror over the curve of kerb (reach the curve, same for above)
▫ tendency to be too close to the right

▫ directional change
▫ 1st gear when turning in (side mirror over curve of kerb)
▫ check no. of cars in course fist, if one ok, if two, no — will all get stuck if you go in
▫ center car in the lane, use L plate and cone/ intersection of black and white kerb as guide
▫ stop 2 1/2 ‘kerbs’ (black, white) before the end of the lane. i.e. not hit cone
▫ signal right, shift to reverse gear, check safety — left, right, rear view mirror, rear
▫ release clutch slowly (no other pedals being depressed), the moment the car begins to move, turn SW full lock
▫ check right, left, rear, front
▫ straighten SW when almost //lel to front kerb
▫ stop car when road below front kerb can be seen
▫ signal left when instruction given to move off
▫ when turning left out of directional change area, turn when side mirror is above kerb



▫ vertical parking
▫ align ERP reader with white centre line
▫ go out to near the stop line. signal left, change to reverse gear, check right blind spot
▫ reverse until nearest pole touchest the left rear nozzle thingy, then quickly turn SW one round to the left
▫ reverse until nearest pole touchest top corner of rear screen lines then turn SW full lock to left
▫ if nearest pole shifts out of position, straighten SW a little, continue reverse, then turn full lock again when pole touches corner 
(correction)
▫ just slight and quick adjustment is needed
▫ turn attention to front, turn SW straight ahead when almost //lel to front kerb
▫ stop car when shoulder of self is in line with center left pole
▫ to turn out, signal, then only turn when side mirror has passed the pole.

▫ //lel parking
▫ align car in centre of lane (use direction marking as guide)
▫ move to near stop line
▫ signal left, change to reverse gear, check right blind spot
▫ reverse until nearest pole disappears behind cornermost of rear windscreen
▫ turn SW full lock to left
▫ turn attention to right side mirror
▫ reverse until base of second pole in mirror can be seen fully, then turn SW straight ahead
▫ reverse until nearest pole touchest corner area of left side of front windscreen, then turn SW full lock to the right
▫ turn attention to rear windscreen
▫ reverse until almost //lel, then turn SW to straight ahead
▫ change to 1st gear and move car forward, alight L plate with center pole (only 2 poles in front, alight to the left one in the center) 
and stop the car just before L plate touches pole. (car is then //lel to kerb)
▫ change to reverse gear, reverse car to about 1 metre before front pole, car is in center then
▫ change to neutral gear, wait for instruction to move out
▫ change to 1st gear, move car till L plate almost touches front pole. change to reverse gear
▫ the moment the car moves, turn SW full lock to the left
▫ once car is slanted (keep attention on rear windscreen), turn SW straight ahead
▫ change to 1st gear
▫ signal right, check right blind spot, move out
▫ when left corner pole touches corner left of front windscreen, turn SW full lock to left
▫ check right blind spot again
▫ move out, adjust till car is //lel with kerb in center of lane.
▫ remember — turn steering wheel straight ahead when almost straight in lot, then do adjustment to be in centre. turn steering 
wheel straight ahead when car is slanted in lot, then proceed to move out of lot

▫ checking for safety means stopping and waiting if need be (acting on it)
▫ if adjacent car will cross paths (e.g. not 45˚ yet while //lel parking) then wait

▫ when position wrong, get it right first, then go smoothly from there. e.g. direction change. positioning before parking is très important
▫ reverse straight and go forward again if need be

▫ don’t wait unnecessarily long to make a turn out of minor road. e.g. is oncoming car is before a bend, can turn out already
▫ do not kanchiong. steady wins the day
▫ use of correct gears very important while turning, at a stretch etc
▫ do not brush kerb while turning

▫ give more allowance, wait till side mirror really over kerb


